ANALYSIS OF EDUCATION FINANCING MODELS ON A MACROLEVEL


1. Introduction

Competition in various educational systems has become a key element of global competition, which requires constant technology renewal, accelerated innovation, rapid adaptation to the demands and requirements of the dynamic world. At the same time, the possibility of obtaining high-quality education continues to be one of the most important vital values of citizens, a decisive factor in social justice and political stability. The solution of these issues depends on the possibility of ensuring proper financing of development of the system of higher education, identifying possible sources of funding for improving the quality of education.

2. Literature review

Issues of the effective functioning of higher education institutions are becoming more and more relevant, but despite this, it should be noted that scientists consider the problems of reforming education as an industry, without paying attention to the problems of extrabudgetary sources of funding for higher education [1, 2].

Despite the considerable attention of scientists to certain aspects of financing of higher education institutions, it is worth noting that scholars mainly consider the problems of reforming higher education as an industry, without paying attention to the problems of extrabudgetary sources of its financing.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of research is analysis of the main world models of financing of higher education with the aim of identifying possible areas for improvement of the regulatory processes of development of this sphere in Ukraine.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:

1. To study the main world financing models of the sphere of higher education;
2. To identify possible directions for improving the regulation processes of the higher education development;
3. To propose a perspective form of interaction between participants in the educational process.

4. Analysis of the main financing models of higher education

Modern education financing models, including higher ones, are flexible, adequate to respond to market initiatives, and implement the concept of lifelong learning. Different incentives for learning processes based on learning outcomes and educational activities are used in existing Higher Education Financing models: on the one hand, the best students, talented teachers and effective universities are encouraged, and on the other hand, different sanctions are applied to ineligible students and inefficient educational institutions [3].

In world practice, several approaches to the organization of public financing of higher education have been formed [4, 5]. Cost-based financing (Canada, UK, France, Japan, Sweden, Norway, China, Nigeria) suggests that budget funds come directly to higher education, and their use is clearly controlled by the state. Autonomy and hence the responsibility of universities for providing quality educational services is low.

The contractual financing of education (Brazil, Argentina, India, Greece, Italy) is based on the results of negotiations between representatives of higher education and educational ministries or financial institutions [6].

To consider possible ways to improve the financing mechanism of higher education in Ukraine, a comparative analysis of the existing models of financing education in the leading European countries and in Ukraine is necessary. For analysis and comparison of the level of let’s determine the amount of expenditure as a percentage of GDP in order to unify the indicators (Table 1).
Analyzing the data of the countries of the world, let’s note that Ukraine spends on higher education a significant share of GDP, which is not much lower than in the UK, Germany and France. However, the reason for the incorrect deviation is the difference in the GDP of the various countries, as evidenced by the "GDP per capita", which is almost 4.5 times lower than in Germany, 3.9 times lower than in France, almost 5 times lower than in the UK. The level of expenditure on higher education per student in Ukraine is almost 2.5 times lower than in Germany, 2.2 times – than in France, 3.0 times – than in Great Britain.

Thus, the factors of financing of higher education largely depend on the state of the country in the rating system of higher education. Comparison of funding mechanisms for higher education in Great Britain, Germany, France and Ukraine shows that predominantly in the studied countries, the decentralized system of education management prevails. However, this system does not mean a similar type of financing - funding mechanisms in all analyzed countries are different, including various options for decentralized funding.

Based on the analysis of the financing mechanisms of the above-mentioned states, one can conclude that the stronger the connection between the state and universities is, the more it has the ability to influence the implementation of national goals through higher educational institutions, including the mechanisms of financing of these institutions.

The main directions of diversification of funding sources for education are [8, 9]:
- establishment of tuition fees or fees for accommodation and food costs (Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, most transition economies), cancellation or reduction of student grants and scholarships;
- reduction or "freezing" of subsidies for student loans;
- long-term attraction of financial donations from graduates, individual and corporate donors;
- issuance of bonds (University of Cambridge);
- formation of business universities that are able to commercialize the results of their scientific activity;
- corporatization and privatization of state universities – development of non-core activities;
- introduction of new instruments of state administration by the budgets of universities using grants, loans (conditionally returned), guarantees and insurance, mechanisms of share participation.

5. Research results
Having studied the experience of successful functioning of world educational systems, we will formulate the basic conditions of the development of the higher education in Ukraine due to the segregation of sources of its financing:

1) ensuring the conditions for a holistic, systematic development of the system of higher education, taking into account the interrelationships of its individual elements with the involvement of private sources of funding;

2) elimination of internal competition in the educational environment in a certain branch of economy and realization of principles of partnership and mutually beneficial cooperation, at the expense of which synergy effect can be achieved;

3) integration of all elements of the higher education in Ukraine at the expense of information flows and increase the level of centralization of management decisions on issues of ensuring the matching of demand for certain specialties (definition of the necessary set of competences) from the business structures and training of relevant specialists in higher education institutions;

4) improvement of procedures and rules governing the interaction within separate educational clusters, including the aspect of financing of separate educational programmes;

5) ensuring the optimization of the distribution of financial resources on the terms of public-private partnership in order to increase the efficiency of training specialists;

6) modernization and reconstruction of the existing interconnections between the individual participants in the educational process in Ukraine;

7) ensuring the systematic development of the infrastructure of higher education in Ukraine in accordance with the latest achievements of science and technology;

8) informatization and computerization of all information processes occurring within the educational cluster;

9) minimization of time and financial resources of consumers of educational services;

10) creation of a system that provides optimization of all information flows between participants of educational clusters;

11) creation of a unified information base that reflects all processes in the educational cluster.
6. Conclusions

1. The main world financing models of the higher education are researched. It is proved that the restructuring of the system of organization of higher education needs to improve the mechanisms of financing, organization of multi-channel (mixed) higher education financing.

2. Based on the study of existing models of funding for education abroad, it is discovered that the process of expanding the sources of education financing by the intensification of public-private partnerships is ongoing. Involvement of various sources of non-state financing provides opportunities for expanding the financial base of higher educational institutions at the expense of extrabudgetary funds.

3. The integration of education, science and production in the conditions of scientific and educational clusters provides additional mutually beneficial opportunities both for educational institutions and for enterprises-customers in order to form productive strategic relations in order to increase the productivity of each individual activity [10]. Thus, Ukraine should actively use the international experience of creating educational clusters, which will increase the competitiveness of the educational system of the country as a whole.
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